Physical Processes Special Interest Group

Register an interest [1]

This Group aims to provide a forum to bring together scientists working on observational or detailed theoretical or modelling studies of atmospheric radiation, microphysics, convection, and boundary layer and land surface properties including the development of physical parametrisations for climate and numerical weather prediction models.

Co-ordinator: Mrs S P Ballard

Contact: John Edwards [1]

Upcoming meetings

- Wednesday, April 1, 2015 - 19:00 - Skilful long range winter forecasts for Europe, North America and the North Atlantic Oscillation [2]
- Friday, April 10, 2015 - 19:45 - The Titanic: iceberg risk and climate, then and now. [3]
- Tuesday, April 14, 2015 - 18:00 - Burning bridges; shale gas, natural gas and the timescales of transition. [4]
- Wednesday, April 15, 2015 - 10:45 - Marine Climate Change and Variability: The Observational Legacy of Matthew Fontaine Maury for Climate Change and Variability. [5]
- Friday, April 17, 2015 - 00:00 - Introduction to Scientific Computing [6]

View all events [7]

Past Meetings [8]
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